FOR THE OFFICE

“For every minute spent organizing,
an hour is earned.”
- Ben Franklin

INTRODUCTION:

ABOUT SMEAD®

How many times have you
sat down at your desk and
thought, “I’ve got to get this
space organized.” We all do it,
but where do you start? What
can you really do to keep your
office organized? Smead has
put together this e-book to help
you answer those questions.
We’ve compiled the best tips
from members of the National
Association of Professional
Organizers® to help you tackle
the most common office
organizing challenges.
Everyone is different,
so choose the tips that best
fit your work style.

Smead has been keeping people
organized for over 100 years by
pioneering many of the products used
in the most efficient offices, homes and
schools. Smead is a woman-owned
company well-known for its high
quality, environmentally responsible
products designed for one purpose:
Keeping You Organized.

GETTING STARTED: The Basics

“For every minute spent organizing,
an hour is earned.”

GETTING STARTED:

The Basics
So you’re ready to get
organized, but you don’t
know where to start. Before
we dive into specific office
organization suggestions,
let’s go over some basics.

- Ben Franklin
Schedule time. Cleaning and organizing your office can be a very
overwhelming task and one most people put off for a long time. The first
step toward success in organizing your office is to schedule a 30-minute to
one-hour block on your calendar. Yes, you are busy, and adding one more
thing to your calendar can seem impossible. However, if you don’t schedule
time for a review of your organization systems, you’ll probably spend more
time reacting to what appears to be the latest crisis (think of your e-mail
inbox) rather than doing the things that you really deem as priorities.
Lori Krolik

Each day. In order to keep things from getting out of control, spend 10-15
minutes at the end of each day putting the items you’ve worked on away
into the organizing systems you have set up. This will help you prioritize for
the next day and create a space that inspires you and is one you want to
return to.
Lori Krolik

Know your style. It is difficult to provide universal organizing tips that solve
real organizing challenges. The problem with providing generic organizing
tips is that everyone has a different style of working and organizing. If you
first figure out what work style you have, you will have a better idea about
the organizing tips that will help you.
Ramona Creel

What is your style?

The most common work and organizing styles:
Visually Oriented. You’re imaginative. You like options and have so many
ideas it’s not easy to focus on just one.
Detail Oriented. You’re analytic. You can focus on details so well it’s
sometimes hard to know when to stop.
Goal Oriented. You’re a big picture person. You focus on the goal and don’t
always worry about the details.
Team Oriented. You’re a real collaborator. You improve processes that help
people do their jobs better.
Task Oriented. You’re a natural organizer. You quickly see things in steps and
categories. You don’t like random thinking.
READ MORE ON STYLES

ORGANIZING TIPS: Time Management

Where do I start?

ORGANIZING TIPS:

Time
Management

Do a brain dump. Doing a “brain dump” gets all of that information out of
your head. Record tasks, ideas and information that you are afraid you would
otherwise forget if you don’t write them down or store them electronically.
Lisa Montanaro

What can I do?
Plan your day. Instead of simply doing what comes up during the course of
the day, plan ahead and know what you need and want to accomplish.
Bonnie Joy Dewkett

Own your interruptions. Broadly define an interruption as anything that you
didn’t want to or expect to happen at that time. When an interruption occurs,
decide to take it, delegate it, delay it or pass on it.
Lisa Montanaro

Schedule tasks. Schedule big or important projects task-by-task in your
calendar to ensure each step is done in sequence and on time.
Maureen Heinen

Set a limit. Overwhelmed with appointments, meetings and events? Set a
time budget or quota. Don’t over-schedule yourself beyond it.
Maureen Heinen

Outsource what you can. If there are tasks you can afford to outsource or tasks
you should be delegating, do it! Take the time necessary to train those around
you to help you. So often, people are thrilled to have more responsibility!
Bonnie Joy Dewkett

Do. For items that require you to act, process the quick to-do items right away
when reviewing incoming requests. This includes delegating, if appropriate.
For items that take longer to accomplish, capture them on your to-do list or in
your calendar.
Clare Kumar

Delete. If you know what’s important to keep, then it’s easy to make decisions
about what not to keep. Open incoming mail near a recycling bin and
shredder to immediately discard unimportant papers. Delete unnecessary
electronic items as soon as they come in or in a batch fashion by sender or
topic if preserving disk space is important.
Clare Kumar

Designate. If information is important to keep for reference or legal reasons,
create proper homes for it in storage tools that give you the appropriate
access. If you see a pile building up, it’s likely because homes don’t exist.
Clare Kumar

ORGANIZING TIPS: Paper Management

Where do I start?
Collect and sort. First, collect all the papers scattered around your
workspace. Then make “like” piles and put them in baskets or trays.

ORGANIZING TIPS:

Paper
Management

Jennifer Ford Berry

Create categories. For each pile, create a simple hierarchy that subdivides
each pile into major categories. Use the same file architecture for both
paper and electronic files. Develop a consistent nomenclature and include
keywords in the titles.
Clare Kumar

What can I do?
A place for everything. Next, implement a filing system for managing
paperwork that works for you. Keep your work style in mind. Use file folders,
baskets or bins and designate them as homes for certain types of records that
come into your workspace.
Jennifer Ford Berry

File for retrieval. That means creating a file name that corresponds to your
own particular way of thinking. How would you look for the file? For example,
consider filing client’s names by first name rather than last name – that way,
even if you can’t remember their last name, you should be able to locate their
information quickly.
Veronica Bishop

Every piece requires an action. When you pick up a piece of paper, ask
yourself what action you are attaching to it. There are only three actions you
can take with ANY piece of paper, they are: To-Do, To-File or To-Toss/Shred.
Let your paper speak to you! If it helps to motivate you, think of the paper as
an individual person or action rather than an object.
Veronica Bishop

To-do’s. If the paper represents a “to-do” item, then put it in a “to-do” location.
This could be a vertical or horizontal file folder or any container, so long as the
“to-do” items are all together in one easy to access location.
Veronica Bishop

Keep it straight! It is much easier to locate files when the tab alignment is all
in one straight position or straight-line. When you are looking for something,
just a quick scan down the row and you can easily find what you are looking
for. It’s also simple to adjust and expand your current system if you don’t have
to adjust all of the tabs.
Amanda Kuzak
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Where do I start?

ORGANIZING TIPS:

Electronic
Information

Keep it simple. Be careful creating folder structures for your documents,
images or other media. If you need to go several folders deep to find what
you’re looking for, it will be too hard to maintain or keep up with and you’ll end
up wasting time and becoming frustrated.
Deb Lee

Keywords are key. Use keywords that are easy for you to remember so that
even if what you’re looking for isn’t inside a folder, you can still find it quickly
and easily.
Deb Lee

What can I do?
Update your passwords. For security, avoid your pet’s name, child’s name or
other common words and phrases. To easily remember passwords, create a
formula like the name of your neighbor’s pet followed by the last three digits
of your childhood phone number plus the first two letters of your license plate.
Geralin Thomas
Back up your files often! Use a service like Carbonite®, CrashPlan™ or Mozy®
to automatically back up your files. Remove all duplicate files with apps like
Easy Duplicate Finder™.
Deb Lee
Check privacy settings. Be sure to check the privacy settings of each of your
accounts to ensure that you are sharing information with only the people you
want to share with.
Deb Lee
Digital de-clutter day. Schedule monthly digital de-cluttering days to clean
up your files and get rid of ones you no longer want or need.
Deb Lee
Avoid desktop disorder. If your computer desktop is a mess, use a de-clutter
day to put documents in folders, delete duplicates, put subfolders under
bigger categories like “business”, “personal” and “kid’s stuff.” Don’t leave
documents on your desktop, keep them filed.
Debbie Lillard
There’s an app for that. If you like paper and pen, stick with it! But, if you prefer
a digital option, test out an app for several weeks (one at a time) to see how
easy it is to figure out and if it solves the problem you have. Use an app like
Evernote® or Pinterest® to organize your personal and professional projects.
Deb Lee

ORGANIZING TIPS: Mail & E-mail Management

Where do I start?

ORGANIZING TIPS:

Mail & E-mail
Management

One at a time. Handle only one piece of mail at a time. Drop envelopes
into the bin/recycling, dispose of any junk mail immediately and then
place the mail you’re keeping where it needs to go, into its’ right zone:
action, reading, filing, etc.
Roz Howland

What can I do?
The right bin. Use a rectangle sized mail bin to hold incoming mail. Be sure
that you like the look of it and keep it easily accessible.
Roz Howland

Avoid the urge to print. Many people defeat the whole idea of “paperless”
by automatically printing every e-mail, memo and electronic document they
receive. If you don’t have a good reason for printing it out, save it on your
computer and refer back to it electronically.
Ramona Creel

Over the circular bin. Keep a recycle bin near and develop the habit of
opening your mail over it, tossing envelopes and dealing with the remaining
paper in one of the three ways; file, act on or toss.
Veronica Bishop

Process your Inbox. Review your e-mail inbox for action items that need to
be added to your to-do list. This means adding items to your calendar and
to-do list and filing paperwork as needed. The more often you process your
inbox, the less time it will take.
Lori Krolik
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Author Bios
Smead would like to thank the following contributors and members of the National
Association of Professional Organizers® for their tips and expertise included in this
e-book. Feel free to contact any of them directly to request assistance in your next
organizing project. Find more organizing tips and solutions at smead.com.
®

Jennifer Ford Berry is known as “Life’s Organization Expert” and has been helping
people clear the clutter from their lives for over 12 years. She is also the best-selling
author of the Organize Now! series including: organize now! (North Light Books, 2008;
F & W Media, 2010), organize now! YOUR MONEY, BUSINESS & CAREER (Betterway
Home, 2011), organize now! THINK & LIVE CLUTTER-FREE (Betterway Home, 2013).
www.JenniferFordBerry.com

Veronica Bishop

is a Certified Lean Practitioner and 5S Expert. Veronica is trained to
identify office place waste and to increase flow and functionality within a space. With an
additional background in teaching and as a Certified Life coach, Veronica is driven to help
you set goals for your project and follow through to success. She loves helping people
realize their objectives by asking powerful questions about their hopes and dreams for
the space and providing feedback and support when needed. Her motto is, “Clean out the
closets of your mind!” www.OrganizersNW.com

Ramona Creel

is a 15-year veteran professional organizer who has earned numerous
industry awards for her work with clients, and is well-known for mentoring other Professional
Organizers. In addition to bringing The Professional Organizer’s Bible (Squall Press) down
from the mount (sans stone tablets), Ramona is also the author of The A-To-Z Of Getting
Organized: A Grown-Up Picture Book For The Chaotic And Cluttered (2013) — she
writes seven different blogs, has worked with hundreds of clients and has delivered scores
of presentations on getting organized. Ramona resides on the roads of America as a full-time
RVer—living and working in a 29-foot Airstream™. www.RamonaCreel.com

Bonnie Joy Dewkett CPO

®
is a nationally recognized organizing expert, author,
motivational speaker and internet radio personality. She began organizing as a child and
she has been organizing ever since. Her company, The Joyful Organizer®, creates and
implements organizational systems for the home and office. These changes allow her
customers to create calm from chaos at work and at home. Bonnie is passionate about
helping her clients meet their organizational goals and loves to see the positive impact that
getting organized has on their lives. www.TheJoyfulOrganizer.com

Maureen Heinen

is one of those naturally organized people who instinctively know what
to do in chaotic or cluttered situations. She’s also studied the art of organizing extensively
throughout her adult life. Since her company was established in 2006, homes and offices in
every conceivable condition have been completely transformed into places of beauty and
efficiency. Maureen excels at implementing simple yet creative systems that are designed to
keep any home or office in order. She’s a compassionate listener determined to understand
her clients’ ultimate goals. She has spent years perfecting her organizing skills and decades
living a life of thoughtful reduction and voluntary simplicity. www.SendInMaureen.com

Roz Howland is an Accredited Professional Organizer based in Brisbane Australia. Roz
has worked in Sri Lanka, Italy and Australian Indigenous communities. This has allowed her
to be a part of organizing styles across the globe. Beginning her pioneering professional
organizing business, In Order, in 2006 as a residential organizer, Roz quickly realized her
niche lay in business organizing and in 2009 was awarded the Cairns Business Women’s
Club Small Business Owner of the Year. Roz now specializes in business and corporate
clients, delivering workshops, hands-on coaching and speaking throughout Australia.
www.ProductivityProfessional.com.au

Lori Krolik is a professional organizer and productivity specialist and founder of More

Time for You (Palo Alto, CA). For over 18 years she’s helped residential and small business
clients create systems out of their most serious clutter challenges. Lori brings the expertise
and insight needed to create an organized system that is personalized to a client’s space
and lifestyle. Lori became a Certified Productive Environment Specialist in 2010, is a long
time member of NAPO® (National Association of Professional Organizers®) and founder of
the Los Altos chapter of Women’s Networking Alliance. www.MoreTimeForYou.net

Clare Kumar is the founder of Streamlife , an organizing and productivity company
®

that inspires and guides her clients to live productive lives with less stress and greater
fulfillment. Clare appears frequently in media as a productivity expert and is seen
regularly on national television. She was recognized with the 2013 Harold Taylor Award
by the Professional Organizers in Canada for her “outstanding contribution to the
organizing profession.” Clare created “four-step PLANs” which can be applied to any
area of life: the workPLAN™ – for greater productivity, the homePLAN™ – to create
energizing living spaces and lifePLAN™ – a practical approach to creating a life without
regret. Clare created the resource The Organized Family planning calendar and is the cocreator of internationally in-demand Pliio® home organizing products. www.StreamLife.ca

Amanda Kuzak is an energetic go-getter and has a passion for helping people lead more

efficient and organized lives. The founder of Kuzak’s Closet, she has been a professional
organizer since 2004. Each project is specifically tailored to meet her client’s needs. She
loves the fact that each job is unpredictable and thinks outside the box to customize
professional organizing solutions for each client. A popular blog author, Amanda has also
been published as a contributing author of the best-selling inspirational book, The Spirit of
Silicon Valley — Journeys and Transformations Beyond Technology (Three Girls Media
& Marketing Inc., 2012) and as a guest contributor in the book The Cheap Chica’s Guide to
Style (Gotham, 2013) by Liliana Vasquez. www.KuzaksCloset.com

Deb Lee

is a Certified Professional Organizer ® and productivity specialist in the
Washington, DC, metro area, and the founder of D. Allison Lee LLC. Deb also loves
technology and is the Small Business Tech Advisor with SOHOTechTraining.com where
she helps entrepreneurs make sense of small business tech tools (like social media,
WordPress™, apps and more!). Deb is a blogger and her advice has been featured in
USA TODAY®, on WUSA9 television, Evernote™.com, Rubbermaid®.com, Unclutterer.com
and The Clutter Diet®. www.DAllisonLee.com

Debbie Lillard is an internationally recognized expert on home organizing and has been

featured on A&E® Hoarders® and HGTV® Mission: Organization® as well as radio shows
across the US, Canada and England. Her practical approach to simplifying your life
and her creative ideas make her a favorite with such national publications as: Chicago
Tribune®, Better Homes and Gardens®, Woman’s Day® and Disney® FamilyFun®. Debbie
has run Space to Spare, a professional organizing service in the Philadelphia area since
2003 and has three published books: Absolutely Organized (North Light Books, 2008),
Absolutely Organize Your Family (Betterway Home, 2010) and A Mom’s Guide to Home
Organization (Betterway Books, Dec. 2012) which is a combination of both books under a
new title and cover. www.SpaceToSpare.com

Lisa Montanaro

is a productivity consultant, success coach, business strategist,
speaker and author who helps people live successful, passionate lives and enjoy
productive and profitable businesses. Her online learning platform, LMGUniversity.com,
provides courses globally to improve people’s lives, businesses and careers. Lisa is
the author of The Ultimate Life Organizer: An Interactive Guide to a Simpler, Less
Stressful & More Organized Life (Peter Pauper Press; Spi edition, 2010). Through her
work, Lisa helps people deal with the issues that block personal and professional change
and growth. To receive her free toolkit, Achieve Powerhouse Success with Purpose, Passion
& Productivity, visit www.LisaMontanaro.com/toolkit.
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